Water spoils, so it was mixed with rum and called __

Calico Jack was first to fly the __ & crossbones

What a pirate calls his stolen goods

Blackbeard's ship sunk off the coast of __ Carolina

Sir Francis __ was both an explorer and privateer

Common forms of money: doubloons and pieces of __

When the crew takes over a ship

Signs of this are loose teeth and bleeding gums

Buccaneer, knighted, made governor of Jamaica, Henry __

Port Royal, __ the "wickedest city on earth"

To sink a ship on purpose

Anne Bonny & Mary Read were female __

The fate that often awaited most captured pirates

The __ Main included Central & South Am, & Caribbean

Left with no water and one gun on a deserted island

___ islands were a favorite place to bury treasure

This man's 'locker' encompasses the ocean floor

Sea in the New World were many pirates made their home

Pirates often carried these types of swords

This phrase means no one's life will be spared

This pirate was born Edward Teach

Another name for a pirate flag

Pirate ship found off the NC coast, __ __ Revenge

Refers to pirates with their roots in the Caribbean

__ had permission to rob ships by their government

J. M. Barrie's fictional pirate nemesis of Peter Pan

These pirates were the scourge of the Mediterranean

Romantic term for pirate - better than cutthroat!